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The Pentagon says a ban on autonomous weapons isn't necessary. But experts say that weapons that can make decisions for themselves are already here, and making a difference in conflicts from Libya to ...
The U.S. says humans will always be in control of AI weapons. But the age of autonomous war is already here.
Grunts” was a common expression used during the Vietnam War as a label for the U.S. military men who were lowest in the hierarchy of those who ...
A ‘Grunt’ in the Vietnam War
The bombardment of Copenhagen in 1807 attracted huge controversy and was branded by many as an attack on a neutral state. Roy and Lesley Adkins tell the story of the battle and the devastation it wrea ...
Britain’s illegal war: the story of the battle of Copenhagen
So, let’s dive back into cleric subclasses with the next five entries. For a subclass supposedly themed around the powers of lightning and thunder, the Tempest cleric does a remarkably poor job of ...
D&D 5E Cleric Subclasses Ranked, Part 2
Warzone and Cold War Season Four’s mid-season update, Season 4 Reloaded, is coming July 15, 2021. Highlights of the upcoming drop include the new zombies map, Mauer der Toten; Rush, a 6v6 map reprised ...
More zombies, guns and maps – Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War and Warzone get huge content drop in mid-season update
Fires in the West - and the world, for that matter, is not a problem solved with a once-and-done project. We will be burning in perpetuity.
Arizona has too much bad fire and not enough good. Are we willing to accept that?
There has been much talk the past few weeks about the drought, the rising fire danger and how this summer is shaping up to be just like the summer of ...
A look at wild-card factors for fire dangers
A direct sequel to the original, fan-favorite Black Ops, and set in the early 1980s, Black Ops Cold War, drops players into the depth of the Cold War’s volatile geopolitical universe in a gripping ...
'Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War' Season Four Reloaded Begins Later This Week, All The Content Details You Need - Screens
Steeping into the role of a cop on Home and Away could be something of a minefield for former soldier Nicholas Cartwright with the soap's boys in blue dogged by bad luck.
How Nicholas Cartwright went from frontline soldier to Home and Away cop
The German Luftwaffe anticipated when and where strategic bombers would drop explosives and anxiously planned for their arrival.
Death at Berlin: A B-17 Pilot Remembers a Brutal Bombing Run
At close range and with little cover, he exchanged fire with the enemy until dying from multiple ... everyone on the battlefield lives or dies. Friend or foe, everybody’s fate is in the hands ...
Air Force combat controller breaks down that wild desert airstrike scene from ‘Transformers’
In particular, my friend Santino from Chicago ... Major Kettles's helicopter was severely damaged by enemy fire, and his windshields were shot out when he landed for a fourth time, but he rescued ...
Remembering the heroes on Memorial Day
BlackRock, like many other financial firms, has benefited from the stunning rebound in stocks since the depths of the Covid-induced bear market of March 2020. Shares of BlackRock, which reported ...
An economic warning light is flashing red
Enemy surface-to-air missile radars were on us immediately but ... We made a hard climbing turn into firing position. Fire one Sidewinder. Fire two. No results. Something was wrong with my fire ...
Above & Beyond: My Enemy, My Friend
Mars in your fellow fire sign of Leo is sure to make you a bit pushy today, but because Saturn is strong in your chart as well you must be careful who you choose to make an enemy of. Some people ...
Your daily horoscope: July 1
Jeez, the rumors about Victory Gundam being the darkest of the Gundam series so far are proving to be all too true. Theyre so true in fact that even the brief bits of levity don’t really gel with ...
Anime Corner-Mobile Suit Victory Gundam Part 2
John Glenn’s wingman, enemy fire hit the plane of “Teddy Ballgame ... Despite the emotional burden of seeing his good friend killed in battle, Coleman carried on. In his autobiography ...
Joe Guzzardi: Remembering Jerry Coleman, New York Yankees Star and American Hero
June 29 (UPI) --Rebel forces in Ethiopia's Tigray region on Tuesday rejected a cease-fire offer from the central ... forces "want to degrade as many enemy capabilities as possible." ...
Tigray rebels reject cease-fire request from Ethiopian government
It can be our best friend or worst enemy. Right now, it’s both. Stephen J. Pyne is an emeritus professor at ASU, writer and urban farmer. He is the author of many books on fire, including ...
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